We study the limiting behaviour of solutions to a simple model for combustion waves when the reaction rate tends to in nity. First we establish strong convergence for locally uniformly bounded sequences of solutions. Next we show the uniform boundedness of piecewise smooth detonations and de agrations with respect to the reaction rate.
Introduction
In this paper we investigate the qualitative behaviour of solutions to the following simple model for combustion waves: for (x; t) 2 R (0; 1), with the initial conditions u(x; 0) = u 0 (x) ; v(x; 0) = v 0 (x) (x 2 R) (1.3) when the reaction rate k goes to in nity. Throughout the paper the functions f and ' will be some given smooth functions. We also assume that ' is monotone increasing, with '(u) 0 for u 0: (1.4)
The model (1.1){(1.3) has been proposed independently by Fickett Fi] and Majda Ma1] as a simple mathematical analogous for the equations describing one-dimensional compressible ow in a chemically reacting uid.
Let us recall that at least two di erent mathematical theories are used to describe the propagation of combustion waves in reacting ows: the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) theory and the Zeldovich-Von Neumann-D oring (ZND) theory (see CF], Wi], Ma2]). Both are formulated starting from the classical Euler equations for gas-dynamics. The CJ-theory assumes that the reaction region is in nitely thin or, equivalently, that the reaction rate is in nitely large; moreover the e ects of viscosity and heat conduction are disregarded. The corresponding equations for a simpli ed (one{dimensional) reactant/product dynamics have the following form 8 > < > : @ t + @ x ( u) = 0 ; @ t ( u) + @ x ( u 2 + P) = 0 ; @ t ( E) + @ x ( uE + uP) = 0 : (1.5) Here is the density, u is the uid velocity, P the pressure and E is the total speci c energy, namely E = e + q 0 z + 1 2 u 2 ; the quantity e being the speci c internal energy, while q 0 denotes the amount of heat released by the chemical reaction and z is the mass fraction of the reactant.
The internal energy e and the temperature T, are given through equations of state e = e( ; P); T = T( ; P) ; which depend on the gas mixture under consideration. To specify the variable z the CJ-theory introduces a further relation, namely z(x; t) = where T i is a given ignition temperature.
Actually the above model is too crude to determine in a unique way the complete structure of combustion waves. It is shown in CF] that, even considering just the Riemann problem, the corresponding ows present some original features with respect to the non reactive case; a minimal speed for the burnt gas (the CJ-state) exists, such that two di erent combustion waves (the strong and the weak detonation waves) move at the same speed s, for any given s larger than the minimal speed. Observe that the general Riemann problem (in Lagrangian coordinates) has been solved in ZZ], where the authors showed the possible existence of even nine distinct waves for some xed initial data. In order to describe more precisely the internal structure of combustion waves, the ZND-theory assumes that the reaction rate is nite { although the e ects of viscosity and heat conduction are disregarded.
This corresponds to replace the equation (1.6) by the following supplementary equation for the mass fraction of unburnt gas:
The rate function '(T) has typically the following form:
where T i is again the ignition temperature, A is the activation energy and k the reaction rate (T i ; A; k > 0); as for , this is a dimensionless parameter in the range (?1; 2].
The system (1.5)-(1.7) is a hyperbolic quasilinear system of balance laws, whose local existence of solutions is established by the results in DH], at least for initial data of small bounded variation (see also YW]). Global existence of solutions (even for the Riemann problem) seems to be still an open problem.
In view of the complexity of the above equations, which exhibit di erent phenomena due to the strongly nonlinear interaction of convective and reaction waves, simpler qualitative models have been developed.
In fact, the system (1.1)-(1.2) can be regarded as a simpli ed version of the ZND system (1.5)-(1.7). The unknown u plays a rôle similar to that of density, velocity and temperature, in (1.5)-(1.7), while v represents the mass fraction of the unburnt gas. The function ' can be chosen as in (1. Let us remark that the relation (1.9) is formally obtained if we take the limit as k ! 1 of the solutions to problem (1.1)-(1.2). In fact, let (u k ; v k ) solve to the Cauchy problem (1.1){(1.3) for any xed k > 0. Since there holds: v k (x; t) = v 0 (x)e ?k R t 0 '(u k (x;s))ds ;
the relation (1.9) follows by assuming e.g. the uniform convergence of the whole sequence f(u k ; v k )g to some limit functions (u; v). The Riemann problem and some perturbation arguments for system (1.1)-(1.9) have been investigated in LZ] (see also Zh] , where an interesting survey on the whole theory is given). In particular in LZ] the authors found up to four distinct con gurations for some given initial data to exist. Therefore they proposed to consider as physically eligible those (piecewise smooth, self{similar) solutions for which the number of combustion waves is as small as possible. It was proved in TY1] that these admissible solutions are the limit of solutions to the Riemann problem (1.1){(1.3) as the reaction rate k ! 1; the limit for k ! 1 was taken by using the explicit structure of the combustion waves (both detonations and de agrations) for the Riemann problem, under suitable assumptions on the function '. It is the purpose of this note to give some further insight in the comprehension of this limit, considering more general initial data and making weaker assumptions on the function '(u) .
Observe that the formal arguments used to derive the equality (1.9) (or (1.6)) can hardly be employed to give a rigorous mathematical justi cation of the Chapman-Jouguet assumptions. Moreover, even the mathematical formulation of the limit problem (1.1)-(1.9) (or (1.5)-(1.6)) appears to be quite meaningless for general discontinuous solutions.
Let us outline the main idea of our approach. Consider the following Chapman-Enskog type expansion with respect to the small parameter 1=k: '(u 1 )v 1 = 0 : (1.13) In Section 3 we give a rigorous justi cation of this formal argument, assuming that the sequence fu k g is locally uniformly bounded in the supremum norm.
Under this assumption , by compensated compactness arguments (see Ta] , Mu]) we prove that any sequence f(u k ; v k )g of entropy solutions of (1.1){ (1.3) contains a subsequence, which converges to a weak solution (u 1 ; v 1 ) of problem (1.11)-(1.13) (see Section 3, Theorem 3.1 for a precise statement).
The remainder of the paper is devoted to investigate the uniform boundedness of the sequence fu k g, at least for some classes of initial data.
In Section 4 we deal with simple detonation waves. Because of the wellknown lack of monotonicity structure of these waves, the usual comparison arguments are not expedient in this case; hence we use some original arguments involving characteristics. On the other hand, in Section 5 to study de agration waves we use a xed point approach, in the spirit of TY1]. Then we can generalize previous results in TY1], both for more general data and for unbounded reaction rates. Also note that the uniform bounds we provide strongly depend on the nonlinear form of the ux function f = f(u) (see Section 4 for a counter-example in the semilinear case). Actually, only the dissipative nature of the nonlinear convection term is e ective to balance the reaction mechanism.
The limit for k ! 1 was previously considered in Lu] by a truncation argument concerning the reaction function '(u) 
Preliminaries
In this section we shall recall some basic de nitions and results concerning weak ( Let us recast the problem (1.1)-(1.2) in a more general way. Consider the weakly coupled rst order quasilinear hyperbolic 2 2 system @ t u i + @ x f i (u i ) = g i (U) ; i = 1; 2 ; (2.1) U(x; 0) = U 0 (x) ; (2.2) where U = (u 1 ; u 2 ) and U 0 = (u 0 1 ; u 0 2 ). Here F(U) = (f 1 (u 1 ); f 2 (u 2 )), G(U) = (g 1 (U); g 2 (U)) are given smooth functions.
In the present case we have
Following HN] we de ne the entropy solutions of (2.1)-(2.2) (see Kr] for the scalar case).
De nition 2.1 A vector-valued function U 2 L 1 ( T ) 2 is said to be an entropy solution of (2.1)-(2.2) in T if, for any 2 C 1 0 ( T ) 2 , = ( 1 ; 2 ), i 0 (i = 1; 2), and any l 1 ; l 2 2 R we have Theorem 2.2 (Local existence and continuation) For any U 0 2 L 1 (R) 2 , there is T > 0 (depending only on kU 0 k 1 ) such that in T there exists an entropy solution U of (2.1)-(2.2) and U 2 C( 0; T]; L 1 loc (R) 2 ). Then instead of (2.7) we have for almost every (x; t) 2 :
(2:7 0 )
?ku 0 k 1 u(x; t) ku 0 k 1 + kMkv 0 k 1 t :
Observe that existence and uniqueness of entropy solutions were rst established in TY1], by using the Lax-Friedrichs scheme, in case of assumption (2.5 0 ). The convergence of the viscosity approximation, under the same assumption, was later proved in TY2] and Le].
The Chapman-Jouguet limit
In this section we shall be concerned with the limit as k ! 1 of globally de ned entropy solutions (u k ; v k ) to problem (1.1)-(1.2) (see Theorem 2.3).
We assume the sequence fu k g to be uniformly locally bounded in L 1 , namely:
for any compact set B there exists a constant C B > 0 such that, for any k > 0 ; ku k k L 1 (B) C B :
Then we have the following result.
Theorem 3.1 Assume that the function f is not a ne on any interval.
Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 and (3.1) hold. Then there exist a subsequence (also denoted f(u k ; v k )g) of solutions to (1.1)-(1.2) and a limit couple (u; v) 2 L 1 loc ( ), such that
Moreover, for any 2 C 1 0 ( ) the following holds: (3.14)
Proof of Theorem 3.1 . Let 2 C 1 0 (R), 0. From the second equation in (1.1) we have for all t 0 and k > 0:
Let ( ; q) be now an entropy pair, namely is convex and q 0 = 0 f 0 . Then, in view of Remark 2.1 we have for all k > 0: 
where C depends only on kv 0 k 1 , , and T. which implies (3.6).
The proof of (3.4), (3.5) and (3.7) is now easy. Hence the conclusion follows.
Remark 3.1 Observe that we could somewhat relax the assumptions concerning the fu k g, by assuming in (3.1) only a uniform control in L p loc ( ) and using the correspondent L p theory of compensated compactness (as developed in Sc]) if the ux function f grows as follows: f(u) = 0(juj q ) as juj ! 1 ; q < p :
Simple detonations
In this section we establish a uniform bound in the supremum norm for the solutions of (1.1)-(1.2), in the case where the ow is piecewise smooth with nitely many noninteracting detonation waves. According to the 13 results of Section 3, this estimate is of fundamental importance to prove the convergence of the sequence fu k ; v k g as k ! 1.
For simplicity we concentrate on the case where the solution contains only a single detonation; the general case easily follows by similar arguments.
Let us make the following de nition.
De nition 4.1 An entropy solution (u; v) of problem (1.1)-(1.2) is a simple
iii) u is C 1 function away from a shock curve t = (x), which has the following properties: is de ned for x > 0 and is monotonically increasing; (0) = 0, lim x!1 (x) = +1; iv) for x < 0 and any t > 0, u is bounded, uniformly with respect to k. For x 0, t (x), u is decreasing in time and nonnegative. For x > 0, 0 < t < (x), u is nonpositive. Notice that, due to the entropy conditions, the function satis es both the Rankine-Hugoniot condition and the Oleinik entropy condition.
Examples of simple detonations which exhibits the above structure are given in TY1, Proof . By the change of variablex = x k ,t = t k it su ces to consider the case k = 1, since all the involved quantities do not depend on the scaling. We can omit the index in the following. Assume x 0, t (x) (see Fig.1 ). Let x be such that u = u(x ? ; (x)); set t = (x).
Observe that by De nition 4.1 (iv) we have u = max (x) t t 0 0 x x 0 u(x; t) :
Consider now the backward characteristic (X(t); U(t)) issued from the point (x; t). We have To estimate the integral on the right-hand side we observe that, since u t 0 for t (x), there holds: Due to the convexity of f we say that a de agration wave is generated if 0 < 1 < 2 ; 2 > 0 : (5.2) De agration waves are the analogous, in the reactive case, of the rarefaction waves in the nonreactive one.
The main result of this section is given in the following theorem, which provides a global uniform L 1 bound (independent on k) for the solution (u; v), as required by Theorem 3.1. I := f(x;t)jx 0 ; t > 0g ; II := f(x;t)j0 < x x(t) ; t > 0g ; III := f(x;t)jx >x(t) ; t > 0g : The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of the above theorem. In fact, it is easily seen that Theorem 5.1 follows directly from the above result. which gives the characteristic curve (T(x; ); U(x; )) (see Fig. 3 ). Due to the above assumptions (in particular (H 4 )) it is easily seen that the solutions of system (5.17) with initial conditions (5.18) or (5.19) are globally de ned for x > 0. Then we can prove the next result.
Lemma 5.4 The characteristic curves (T; U), which correspond to di erent values of the parameter or , do not intersect for all x > 0.
Proof . First consider (5.17)-(5.18). Let
We have: First we observe that (X(t; 2 ); U(t; 2 )) satis es the system ( _ X = U _ U = '(U)V ; with X(0) = 0, U(0) = 2 , for V (t) = 2 e ? R t 0 '(w(X(t);s))ds : (5.27) On the other hand, setting X(t) =x(t) in (5.27), we nd V (t) =ṽ(t). Since the couple (ũ;ṽ) = (ũ;ṽ)( 2 ; 2 ) veri es ( _ x =ũ ; _ u = '(ũ)ṽ = '(ũ)V ; andx(0) = 0,ũ(0) = 2 , by the uniqueness theorem for ordinary di erential equations we have X(t; 2 ) =x(t) and the conclusion follows. Set II a = f(x;t) 2 II jt > T(x; 1 )g ; II b = f(x;t) 2 II jT(x; 2 ) < t T(x; 1 )g : To estimate the derivatives of u in region II b we set P(t; ) = p(X(t; ); t) = (@ x u)(X(t; ); t) : where D denotes any partial derivative with respect to the (x; t){variables.
Since D z n is in a bounded set of L 1 (Q) for any with j j = 1, we conclude that there exist 2 L 1 (Q) and a subsequence of fz n g, say fz n k g, such that D z n k * in L 1 ? weak : Hence D z = 2 L 1 (Q) and the claim follows. Finally, the compact embedding of B(Q) in L 1 (Q) follows, since B(Q) W 1;1 (Q).
Step 2. To de ne a continuous map from B(Q) in itself, x t T and R >x(T). For w 1 ; w 2 2 A(Q), let u 1 = w 1 and u 2 = w 2 . The following inequality holds true: The second term on the right-hand side is obviously equal to zero. Also the rst term is zero since R >x(T); thus (5.38) follows. Now we show that there exists a constant C > 0 (which depends only on T, ', 1 , 2 , 2 , M) such that Therefore, for any " > 0 there is > 0 such that, if kz 1 ? z 2 k L 1 (Q) < , then kT z 1 ? T z 2 k L 1 (Q) < ". Hence the continuity of the map T is proved.
36
To conclude the proof of Theorem 5.2 we only need to apply the Schauder xed point theorem: for any xed rectangle Q, there is a xed point of the map T in B(Q). Let z be this xed point. Then, the function u = 1 z z is a xed point of in B(Q) and the conclusion follows.
